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The detection of gravitational waves with Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo has enabled novel tests
of general relativity, including direct study of the polarization of gravitational waves. While general
relativity allows for only two tensor gravitational-wave polarizations, general metric theories can
additionally predict two vector and two scalar polarizations. The polarization of gravitational waves is
encoded in the spectral shape of the stochastic gravitational-wave background, formed by the superposition
of cosmological and individually unresolved astrophysical sources. Using data recorded by Advanced
LIGO during its first observing run, we search for a stochastic background of generically polarized
gravitational waves. We find no evidence for a background of any polarization, and place the first direct
bounds on the contributions of vector and scalar polarizations to the stochastic background. Under log-
uniform priors for the energy in each polarization, we limit the energy densities of tensor, vector, and scalar
modes at 95% credibility to� T

0 < 5.58× 10� 8, � V
0 < 6.35× 10� 8, and� S

0 < 1.08× 10� 7 at a reference
frequencyf 0 ¼ 25 Hz.
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Introduction.—The direct detection of gravitational
waves offers novel opportunities to test general
relativity in previously unexplored regimes. Already,
the compact binary mergers[1–5] observed by
Advanced LIGO (the Laser Interferometer Gravitational
Wave Observatory)[6,7] and Advanced Virgo[8] have
enabled improved limits on the graviton mass, experi-
mental measurements of post-Newtonian parameters, and
inference of the speed of gravitational waves, among other
tests[3,9–11].

Another central prediction of general relativity is
the existence of only two gravitational-wave polarizations:
the tensor plus and cross modes, with spatial strain
tensors
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(assuming waves propagating in theþ ẑ direction). Generic
metric theories of gravity, however, can allow for up to four
additional polarizations: thex andy vector modes and the
breathing and longitudinal scalar modes, with basis strain
tensors[12–14]
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The observation of vector or scalar modes would be in
direct conflict with general relativity, and so the direct
measurement of gravitational-wave polarizations offers a
promising avenue by which to test theories of gravity[14].

Recently, the Advanced LIGO-Virgo network has suc-
ceeded in making the first direct statement about the
polarization of gravitational waves. The gravitational-wave
signal GW170814, observed by both the Advanced LIGO
and Virgo detectors, significantly favored a model assum-
ing pure tensor polarization over models with pure vector or
scalar polarizations[4,15]. In general, however, the ability
of the Advanced LIGO-Virgo network to study the polari-
zation of gravitational-wave transients is limited by several
factors. First, the LIGO-Hanford and LIGO-Livingston
detectors are nearly co-oriented, preventing Advanced
LIGO from sensitively measuring more than a single
polarization mode[4,9,10,15]. Second, at least five detec-
tors are needed to fully characterize the five polarization
degrees of freedom accessible to quadrupole detectors.
Quadrupole detectors (those measuring differential arm
motion) have degenerate responses to breathing and*Full author list given at the end of the article.
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